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This following appeared in an Insight Article 2 ½ years
ago. Sherry and I felt it was a good time to revisit this
subject, especially for the benefit of our new Officers
who may not have read it before.
Thinking about How We Know What Isn’t So, we find
ourselves asking, does this statement make
sense? As Officers, how can we know what isn’t so?
This concept comes from the author, Thomas Gilovich, and his book entitled: “How We Know What Isn’t So.”
“It isn’t so much the things we don’t know that gets us in trouble,
it’s the things we know that just ain’t so.”
There is a self-fulfilling prophecy that can be a trap for all of us. We tend
to accept what we observe or hear at face value. There are many examples of this in GWRRA. One of the biggest is the perception that there
are too many rules and regulations. In reality for our Members, you only
need to pay your dues. Of course, once you volunteer for a position,
there are additional requirements. I have heard in the past that we do
not hold Wing Dings west of the Mississippi. Billings, Grapevine (2),
Tulsa, and Des Moines were all held during the past 12 years and they
were all west of the Mississippi. Wing Ding 42, originally scheduled for
2020 in Springfield, MO is scheduled to take place there in 2021 due to
Covid-19 and yes, we are once again west of the Mississippi.
This self-fulfilling prophecy trap can lead us down a “Path of Bias.” Our
expectations can bias our evaluation of new information. We all have
expectations and if we are not careful, our expectations can bias our
evaluation of these changes. An outside-the-box example might be as
simple as a smile. Do you see warm and friendly or smug or sinister? If
a friend tells you someone isn’t friendly, are you biased toward that person before even meeting them?
Many of us see what we want to see. Think about this statement and
how it may apply to you: “General public believes they are more intelligent, more fair-minded, less prejudiced, and more skilled behind the
wheel of a car.”
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We tend to believe what we are told, especially by friends. They have credibility. What is interesting is that they may not have all the facts.
Do you remember playing the game, whisper down the line? A story gets told and by the time it
is repeated at the end of the line, the content has completely changed. The fact is, when people
are given a message to relay, it is rarely verbatim.
There are times we have distortions due to plausibility. We believe inaccurate or fictitious stories
because they are so plausible. If it sounds easily true, we let down our critical guard. This is
why so many of our Members believe we are besieged by so many rules and regulations. It is
easier to just accept things as being true rather than really seek out additional information.
As Officers, we need to rely on hard evidence and objective facts as part of our managerial
strategy.
It is important to be aware of the “Imagined Agreement”; that is, what we believe is heavily
influenced by what others believe. Examples may include Rallies, Events, and perceptions. We
often exaggerate the extent of the same beliefs resulting in more social support.
All of this brings us to the “False Consensus Effect.” “The false consensus effect refers to
the tendency for people’s own beliefs, values and habits to bias their estimates of how
widely such views and habits are shared by others.” We are all familiar with that old expression: the squeaky wheel gets the oil. The question becomes just how many squeaky
wheels? Another example may be Member conflict as it relates to how wide is the support.
Another interesting point is we tend to associate with those who share our own beliefs and values. People are reluctant to openly question another’s beliefs. I am not referring to religious beliefs.
As Officers where do we go from here, and how do we use this additional information for our
benefit?


Think clearly about our experiences



Question our assumptions



Challenge what we think we know

In closing, I will share a quote from the book: “It ain’t so much the things we don’t know that
get us into trouble. It’s the things we know that just ain’t so.”
Stay safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word—so HAVE FUN!
Jere & Sherry Goodman
Directors of GWRRA

540-623-0447
director@gwrra.org
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James and Freida Clayson
Director of Motorist Awareness
Freida and I have begun to implement some changes in the Motorist Awareness
Program (MAP) that we spoke about in our last Wing World article. If you have
seen our MAP website Http://www.map-gwrra.org , you can see that our program has been organized into five different teams: Hawks, Tigers, Panthers,
Wolves and Thunderbolts. The MAP Eagle team (MAP Directors and Assistants) have decided to reorganize our teams to more closely match how the MEP COY territories are organized. Jere Goodman,
GWRRA Director, has also organized his Operations teams in the same manner. We feel that this will enable our teams to integrate and communicate with the rest of GWRRA more efficiently.

District Directors: We currently have many Districts that do not have MAP-C’s. If your District does not
have one, please consider adding one to your team. If your District does have one, please consider submitting them for their Senior award if they qualify. Now is the time to do so for this upcoming year.
Forms for this can be found at http://gwrra.org/oconnect/officerresources.html.
If you have any questions please contact us.

James & Frieda Clayson
gwrramapdirector@gmail.com
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Lorrie M. Thomas
Director of the University

February is for Updating
Recently, the Instructor/Trainer list was sent to the District University Coordinators (DUC) and to the
District Directors who have not yet appointed a DUC. There were several changes to the list. Below is
the explanation sent to them. I thought it would be helpful if all of you had that information.
First, the information, for the most part, comes from the Rider Ed Database and the U.4 Re-certification
forms sent in by the Instructors/Trainers documenting the classes they taught in the past two years. The
emails come from the database, too. All this information is hand entered; even with care and due diligence, errors can occur. Please contact me to correct any errors.
Member Exp Date: As GWRRA had extended all memberships two months, compensating for Wing
World being digital for a short time, dates have been changed to reflect that.
Certification: UTREP is a designation for a past certification program. If you were trained in that program, you can continue to teach, as long as you teach two classes within two years. You are limited to
the Rider Education Seminars. UTREP/RCI designates those who became Rider Coaches and, therefore,
can also teach Rider Education Seminars. UI designates a University Instructor, the newer program. UIs
can teach all classes, Modules and Seminars in the University list. Note: Some Seminars and Modules do
require you be current in specified Rider Education Levels. A UIT or University Instructor Trainer received special training and is responsible for training the new Instructors.
Original Cert Date: Is the date you completed your training. Current Cert Date: This date is based on
your completing your two classes within two years, and is the starting date for the next two-year
term. 60 Day Warning: Simply a heads up as to how long you have to submit your U.4 Re-certification
paperwork. UI/UIT/UTREP: When your certification will expire.
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F/A, CPR, On Bike, Co-Rider Exp Dates: This documents the classes that are required to keep the Levels current.
Remember that you cannot teach the 100 Series classes (Rider Ed topics) if you are not current in your Levels.
UTREP/RCI are considered current, by the University and Rider Education, if they teach two on-bike classes in
two years. If they were using the on-bike classes to stay current and no longer teach on-bike classes, the UTREP/
RCI designation expires.
Partner with your District Educator or RE Assistant assigned to your District to determine the status of your Instructors/Trainers or contact the University.
What was discovered, after sending out the lists, was that there was some confusion about certification requirements, grace periods for Levels, and what classes Instructors and Trainers were able to teach. It has always been
the individual Instructor/Trainer’s responsibility to report classes taught to the University, by submitting the
U.4, to update their recertification.
An opportunity to get your questions answered or your information corrected is available by contacting me. The
phone number and email addresses are at the end of this article.

If anyone deserves the spotlight on them, it is the District University Coordinators. You are the conduit for transmitting information between the University and the Instructors and Trainers. The DUCs are aware of the training needs of the Members in their Districts and assigns classes to the Instructors and Trainers to ensure they
stay current. They are the first to let the University know if more Instructors are needed or if a Module needs
tweaking. You are important and appreciated. Thank you.

Need an idea for classes this month?
Another way to update in February is to offer GWRRA 101. It is an all-day workshop consisting of nine sections.
It includes topics on GWRRA structure and organization, chapters, teams, web pages, and newsletters. It covers
finance, religion, fundraising, and alcohol policies. Membership Enhancement is discussed in detail. This is a
workshop that new Members will appreciate and give those who are longer term Members a way to learn
what’s new.
It can be presented by current University Instructors in the classroom and it is suggested that several co-teach.
If you can’t gather, arrangements can be made to present it online by those who have taught it online this past
Fall. Contact the University for more information.

Lorrie M. Thomas
954-599-5178
universitydir@gwrra.org
lorriemthomas@aol.com
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Susan & George Huttman
Director of Rider Education
The GWRRA Rider Education Program continues to reach out to District Educators with suggestions on how to remain engaged with the Members they serve and preserve the significance of the program and its value for everyone regardless of where they may be in their GWRRA
life.
Rider Education database management is much more than roster entry following a classroom or range
event. It includes maintenance of an individual’s contact and Levels information, mileage and the recorded notations that serve as a road map whenever it is necessary to perform research, updates or
edits. It remains important at its core that each Member’s record in the database is accurate and updated in a timely manner. During the ongoing challenging circumstances related to public health, site
locations and classroom availability, we are requesting Educators to work toward ensuring the database reflects a Member’s accomplishments accurately.
This can begin in the Chapter. The Chapter Director (CD) and/or the Chapter Skills Enhancement Advisor (CSEA) should remind their participants to utilize My R.E. to review their existing RE Program record, bringing any issues or questions to their attention and in turn to the District Educator. If a Chapter Levels Report is not currently provided by the DE on a quarterly basis, CDs and/or the CSEA may
request a copy to plan for Chapter educational events and promote opportunities as they become
available.
If the District Educator’s position on your team is open, use the guide below to contact the REP Team
Member currently assigned to serve your District. Our team Members can assist with all manner of
documentation and will provide support and guidance should your District be considering an educational or training event in 2021. We may also be able to assist Districts in your candidate search for a
new DE. Please visit: GWRRA Rider Education Program Team Contacts 2021 where you will find the
complete list of Rider Education Assistants, including those with specific program management responsibilities linked to MEDIC First Aid®, Rider Courses, Instructor certifications, statistical information,
the web pages and database.
GWRRA Rider Education Program District Assignments
Rider Education Assistant
Communications: WA, OR,
CA, ID, NV, MT, WY, UT, CO,
AZ, NM, HI, MN/ND, NE/SD, IA

Joy & Scott Mattson
1282 Trailwood South
Hopkins, MN 55343
Voice: 612-834-2682
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GWRRA Rider Education Program District Assignments
(Continued)
Rider Education Assistant
Position is currently open
Communications: AR, MI, IN,
PA, NJ, NY, CT, RI, MA, VT, NH,
ME, WV, WI, IL, MO
Rider Education Assistant
Communications: MD, DE,
KY, VA, TN, NC, LA, MS, AL,
GA, SC, FL, TX, OK, KS, OH

Susan & George Huttman
PO Box 2466
Hildebran, NC 28637
Cell: 828-368-2249

Robert G. & Angela Williams
4921 Sherman Wood Dr
Kent, OH 44240
Voice: 330-802-2429

We welcome District and Program invitations for the Rider Education Program Director or your assigned REP Assistant to your next team Zoom call and have enjoyed the calls we have participated in
so far. We believe it is helpful for your team members to be able to ask questions and share their concerns.
This is a great way to expand our collective knowledge and is a more personal opportunity for the RE
Team to learn how we can assist you moving forward.
Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org
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Dan and Mary Costello
Director of Membership Enhancement
Does your Chapter have a Chapter Couple? It is never too late for Chapter Directors to
recognize that one special couple who has worked hard for their Chapter. The Chapter
team is always evaluating their Chapter participants to see how their strengths can best be used to improve the
Chapter for all its members. Which couple shows enthusiasm for GWRRA events? Which couple is eager to help
your Chapter? Is there a couple that is always having fun, no matter what the event? The Chapter Team, led by
the Chapter Director and the Chapter MEC, do their best to choose the right couple to represent the best of
their Chapter.
The Chapter Couple of the Year is an honor that is given to a couple who exemplifies the best ideals of GWRRA
and their Chapter. They show enthusiasm and have fun at Chapter events. As the Chapter Couple of the Year,
they are your Chapter Ambassadors. Choosing the right Couple of the Year for your Chapter is an important decision. With that in mind, the Chapter Director can also opt to keep the same Chapter Couple for two consecutive years. This year, due to the pandemic, there is a one-time exemption in place that states that a Chapter
Couple can serve two consecutive years and still be eligible for the District Selection.
When presenting the couple as the Chapter Couple, it should be done in front of a Chapter Gathering or at a
Chapter event. This can also be done virtually. The important thing to remember is that you are not asking them
to be the Chapter Couple, you are HONORING them for what they have ALREADY given to your Chapter in all
they have done and are doing. In recognizing the significance and importance of the Couple of the Year position, the Chapter should be willing to present the couple with Couple of the Year medallions and for their vests,
Rockers and Couple of the Year head pins and hanger bars. Couples can also be presented with a Certificate of
Appointment as the Chapter Couple of the Year. The Chapter Director or the Chapter MEC should also present
the couple with a copy of the Couple of the Year Handbook. This handbook clearly states everything about the
program. It can be found in the Officer Handbook under the Membership Enhancement Section.
Once they are appointed, it is important to have them be a part of the Chapter Team by inviting them to the
various Chapter Team gatherings and encouraging them to give feedback about events and rides that will be
taking place. The more involved the Chapter Couple is, the better it is for them and the Chapter. Selling 50/50
tickets and being a greeter should not be their only responsibilities within the Chapter.
As the year goes by, the Chapter Couple will be approached by the District MEC or Couple of the Year Coordinator to participate in the District Couple of the Year Selection. This is optional to all Chapter Couples, but it is
strongly recommended. The District Couple of the Year Coordinator/MEC will work very closely with the Chapter Couple to prepare them for the Selection Process.
It is important to remember that the Couple of the Year Program starts at the Chapter level and it is an honor to
be selected as the Chapter Couple of the Year. If a couple has served as a Chapter Couple in previous years, they
can still be honored again as a Chapter Couple, in recognition for all the things that they currently do.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us, MEC Directors Dan & Mary Costello or Assistant MEC
Directors, Bob & Karla Greer.

Dan & Mary Costello
732-261-2883
mepad.gwrra@gmail.com
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John & Shawn Irons
Director’s Assistant
KEEPING MEMBERS THROUGH RETENTION
Some time ago, Shawn and I were discussing how we were losing more and more
Members from within GWRRA. When looking at the area run list (ARL), we noticed that the Association was losing the majority of our Members who had only been Members for one term of their signup. Many of them had been Members for just two to three years. The Members who stayed on past
the first term were clearly renewing for several years. A lot of them went past the ten-year mark. So is
there a trend of those who stay longer and why do they stay? This is the question for all of us to think
about. We called some of our home Chapter Members and asked them why they stayed and to our
surprise many said it was because the Chapter kept them involved and at the time of renewal of their
membership someone called or sent a reminder. This got those long-tenured members past that
three-year mark of membership.
How do we retain membership? We have to be pro-active Chapters, getting Members involved in
Chapter activities, and making sure we are contacting in person the Members on your ARL whose
memberships are about the expire. Remember that we are a motorcycle organization. Even though we
are becoming “more mature,” we can still get out and have fun riding.
As we lose more and more Chapters, the area of membership expands within a District and we see
that we have Members who may be two and three hours away from a Chapter Gathering. In your
planning make sure you set up a ride to the areas of those members who live two or three hours
away. Reach out to those Members who have not been contacted in awhile and invite them to a Gathering or event. Let them know that they are important to our GWRRA family and help them to understand how GWRRA works; talking about the benefits and things they get out of GWRRA never hurts.
Each Member that we retain will strengthen our Association and will help with its growth. Pull out that
new ARL Listing and call people you have not seen in awhile. I bet they want to talk about GWRRA and
getting out to ride again.
So District and Chapter Directors, pick up your phone and call a Member. Set the example for your
team and let’s see the retention rates rise in our Districts this year.

John & Shawn Irons
405-747-4618
Ironsline3414@gmail.com

